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By Larry Wise

Shooting Better with Brain Power

H

ave you ever heard this from
a customer. “I shoot well in
practice but when I go to a
tournament I always fall apart!” or “ I
shoot well in tournaments except for
two or three targets or two or three
ends.” These are common comments
that I get when I talk with people at
tournaments or when they call me for
help. There are lots of people that can
win “World Championships” in their
backyard but when they get to unfamiliar surroundings they do not perform at a level high enough to finish
well.
I understand them because I’ve
been there – I’ve been lots of places
with my shooting. I’ve been up, down
and all around with winning, losing,
shooting well, shooting poorly, winning long shoot-offs and losing them.
I’ve had my bow stolen and bows
break in the middle of tournaments
but somehow I kept coming back and
winning again. And so, the up and
coming shooters or the old timers
having problems call me and want to
know what my secret is. They all want
to know how to handle their “mental”
game so they can compete and win.
There is no secret! That’s the
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Standing at fulldraw at the Lancaster
Archery Classic is not
the time to begin
planning what to do
with your conscious
mind during your shot
sequence. You need to
build that plan
months ahead of any
tournament you want
to shoot and then
practice that plan
while shooting “official” like rounds at
home or at your club.

secret! Two things have to happen to
manufacture a competent mental
game – the same two that have to happen to manufacture competent
shooting form. To perform well in
practice and in tournaments you
must first make a plan, a written plan,
and then you must fully implement
that plan. You must use that old
adage: PLAN YOUR WORK AND
THEN WORK YOUR PLAN! If you
don’t, then every shooting venture
away from home is a lottery – you
don’t know what you’re going to get.
I will bet my life’s fortune that
99.99 percent of all tournament
archers competing
today have no
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to use for every shot? You bet he does!
And he sticks to them knowing that
that is his best chance to perform well.
No, he doesn’t always win but having a
plan puts the odds in his favor. Going
without a plan is not an option! Going
without a plan puts you in that lottery
situation with winning – maybe you’ll
win but probably you won’t.

PART 1: A PHYSICAL FORM
PRACTICE PLAN
In practice, you use your conscious mind to micro-manage your
body while you are learning specific
form elements. Since your conscious
can hold only one thought at a time
you and your students should work on
one form element at a time and that,
my friend, requires a plan. Without a
written plan you won’t build the best
form you’re capable of building.
I’ve written about “Practice With A
Purpose” before in this magazine.
Shooting lots of arrows by itself will
not build good shooting form or a
good mental game – it will build
endurance however. To learn good
shooting form a practice session must
have at least three parts to it: First,
blank bale shooting at close range;
second, a scoring round of some kind;
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and last, finish with more practice at
the blank bale.
A good practice session will also
be logged. You have to keep a small
notebook if your practice sessions are
going to have their greatest level of
usefulness. If you don’t write them
down in a notebook you’ll forget what
you did during those sessions and
have to waste time repeating them.
BLANK BALE AND CONSCIOUS
CONTROL: You and your students
must shoot at a blank bale in order to
practice a specific shooting element.
An example here would be practicing
proper bow hand placement. I’d say
99 percent of my students do not have
proper relaxed bow hand placement
so they must spend time learning it up
close to the bale, no target face and
eyes closed.
So, logging a written objective
about their bow hand placement puts
your students on one specific task.
Learning this one skill is done most
efficiently when they micro-manage it
with their conscious mind and to do
that you need to close your eyes. If
your conscious mind is un-distracted
by visual input then it is better able to
focus on the bow hand and keep it
properly placed and relaxed during
the entire shot process. Twenty shots
for 20 days or, better yet, 30 shots for
DAILY PRACTICE LOG
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30 days will establish this new hand
position as a habit. In other words,
after this kind of intense blank bale
practice this hand position will be run
by the subconscious part of the brain
– neural links will be established in the
brain to control this action and your
conscious will no longer have to
micro-manage it. This happened for
all of the skills that you have learned
over the years like “riding a bicycle” or
“brushing your teeth”.
Making blank bale shooting the
beginning and ending of every practice session is essential to learning
each specific form element and building an overall good form. You can skip
this essential but you will pay the
price down the road when you get to
that next tournament.
Shooting the same scoring round
as part of your practice sessions on a
regular basis will help you gauge your
progress. These recorded scores will
tell you if your skills are improving or
not improving. You and your students
need to know that, so sandwich a
scoring round between two sets of
blank bale shooting several times a
week.
COMPLETING FORM BUILDING: As outlined above, you and your
students must work on one form element at a time because the conscious
mind can micro-manage only one
thing at a time. So, after 20 days of
blank bale work on one element move
on to the next flaw that needs attention. After another 20 days of retraining that element you or our student
can move to the next and so on. It
takes time but in this manner you can
rebuild your student’s entire shooting
form and watch his or her scores get
higher and more consistent.
Remember, there is no overnight fix to
your shooting form problems.

PART 2: MAKING A MENTAL
GAME PRACTICE PLAN
BLANK BALE

Everyone should keep a practice log of
some kind so they can establish a specific
objective for each session, log tuning
changes, record a score regularly and
avoid wasting time repeating something
that didn’t work.
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Let’s say that with our guidance
your student works hard for six
months to build a very consistent
shooting form that relies on proper
posture and use of back tension. Let’s
also say that his/her scores have
improved - scoring 298 or 299 every
time on the Vegas Round - and they
head to a tournament to test their
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If you are serious about shooting and
winning you will have a step-by-step plan
for your physical form. You may choose to
label and count them differently than I do
but teach your customer-student to
approach their form in a systematic manner so they can make notes, incorporate
changes and eliminate bad habits. They
need to plan their work and then work
their plan.

ability. What do you think will happen? How will they score at the tournament? Are they really ready? Will
their blank bale practice pay off?
The answer to these questions is
“doubtful” at best. I’m not trying to
submarine someone’s dreams by saying this. Not at all. I’ve spent my entire
teaching career – 40 years now - helping people build skills so they can
accomplish their dreams. But I have
to be honest here and tell you that
they are only half ready. Even if they
have great confidence in their ability
they are not fully prepared because
they have not built and practiced a
mental game plan!
So far in their training they have
used their conscious mind to micromanage individual form elements like
the bow hand, the release hand, head
position, etc. That’s what you do in
practice so that the subconscious
mind can take over the operation of
those individual skills and the conscious no longer has to manage them.
We do this because the subconscious
can control many operations at the
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same time – the conscious cannot.
The conscious, as mentioned earlier,
can hold one and only one thought or
“picture” at a time.
So, once all of the form elements
are in place and functioning like a
well-oiled machine what is the conscious to do? When we are shooting an
official scoring round what should we
think? If we try to micro-manage any
one form element our shooting
process will stall because our body
will tighten and this produces poor
results.
If we think about “shooting a ten”
then again our body will tighten
because while we are aiming, the
arrow landing in the ten-ring is a
future result. If you think about results
then you can’t be mentally engaged in
the process of shooting and your form
will falter.
Several things are clear at this
point: one, we can’t engage in micromanaging thoughts while shooting an
official scoring round; and two, we
must not think about results, past or
future, while executing any shot.
So what MUST we do? To perform
at his or her highest potential an athlete must engage in PRESENT
PROCESS THINKING! We must
channel our conscious thoughts so
they involve only the present time, the
here and NOW! And they must involve
the shooting process in general terms
not in specific terms.
This kind of thinking requires first
a plan and then the discipline to exeA SAMPLE MENTAL PLAN:
FORM STEPS
1) STANCE ----------->
2) NOCK
3) HAND POSITION
4) POSTURE ---------->
5) RAISE
6) DRAW
7) FULL DRAW ------->
8) AIM/TIGHTEN
9) AIM -------------->
10) RELEASE
11) FOLLOW THRU -->
12) RESET ------------>

CONSCIOUS THOUGHT
1) REAFFIRM SHOT
OBJECTIVE
2) BREATHE/RELAX
3) VISUALLY ACQUIRE
AIMING SPOT
4) SET FULL-DRAW-POSITION
5) AIM
6) EVALUATE/BREATHE

Building a specific set of conscious mental thoughts around your physical steps is
essential for high-level tournament performance. If you don’t have a planned set
of thoughts then you open the door for
ALL kinds of thoughts to enter your mind
while you are at full draw in a tournament. That’s a guaranteed loser.

Are your students involved in archery or
committed to it? The difference is
explained in the simple bacon and egg
breakfast.

involved in archery.
Let me explain the difference
between “being involved” and “being
committed”. To grasp the difference
think of the “bacon and egg” breakfast. Yes, the simple breakfast of
America’s farmers. In making the
ingredients for this meal the chicken
was “involved” but the pig - - well the
pig - - he was “committed!”
Committed archers write a plan
and then work to implement it. They
practice it during official-like scoring
rounds where they try to maintain
their focus on it during each and every
shot. They practice their plan during
every league shoot and at every local
tournament. And they revise their
plan as they feel necessary.

EXPLANATION OF THE
INGREDIENTS
cute the plan. Yep, just like with our
physical form we must PLAN OUR
WORK AND WORK OUR PLAN when
it comes to the mental game. So if you
go to a tournament without this plan
you are taking part in a lottery . . . . . .
and the odds are against you.
THE RECIPE: What are the ingredients for a good mental plan for the
time you are shooting a scoring
round? There are other plans for the
off-season, pre-tournament and posttournament but for now we need to
build a plan for that time when you
are actually standing at the shooting
line shooting arrows for score.
I find the following conscious
thought sequence very helpful:
1. Affirmation of my shot objective.
2. Relaxation breath.
3. Visually acquire target and “see”
the arrow impact it.
4. Feel my full-draw-position.
5. Aim
6. Evaluate & breathe.
Others use some different ingredients or they use these same ingredients in a different order. Each shooter
has to decide what works for him/her
and build the most effective plan.
It must be a written plan. It must
be logged so that its effectiveness can
be evaluated and modifications made
as needed to improve it. If you do not
write it down, keep notes about it and
make changes to it you are not committed to archery; you are only

ONE- AFFIRMING YOUR SHOT
OBJECTIVE: This of course means
that you first must have a shot objective – many do not. To be an effective
athlete you must focus on the process
of you sport-action not the result that
you want to achieve. I watched the
NASCAR race the other night at the
Chicago Land Speedway where Mark
Martin, the old veteran, was in third
place for the restart with just a few
laps to go. The two or three guys in
front of him were more focused on
“beating” the other guys and began
banging fenders and took themselves
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out of the race. Mark stayed cool and
focused on the driving process that
would get his car safely around the
track – and won!
Do not let your desire to hit the
“ten” or the “X” get in the way of making a process-oriented objective.
“Tens” and “X’s” are results and, as
you are at full draw, they are “future”
results and have nothing to do with
the present shooting process. So if you
focus on results you will allow your
shooting process to be unattended
and your success rate will be much
lower than it should be.
The objective I like to have is to
“execute this shot with back tension”.
If I focus on that process then I will set
up the best scenario for the arrow
going into the target center. This must
not be a micro-managing thought but
a general thought about shoulder
position or back muscle feeling or
posture. Micro managing will slow
your shooting and tense muscles so
don’t do it while shooting for score INSTEAD stay focused on the general
process.
If you want to see some good
examples of both just watch golf on a
Sunday afternoon around five o’clock.
Those that are process thinking will
manage their bodies properly and
make the critical putts while those
that focus on results will tighten and
miss them. Some athletes are what we
call “gamers” and some are not. I suggest to you that the gamers are the
ones focused on their process while
the others get side-tracked into thinking about results.
Many talk about a concept called
“commit to the shot”. Well, this is it.
Affirming your objective is shot commitment. The only thing on your
mind is completing this shot, completing your objective. You were committed to it when you nocked that
arrow on the bowstring.
TWO- RELAXATION BREATH: We
have to breathe, right? So why not put
it to work for ourselves by using it as a
relaxation technique. Properly placed
in your mental game sequence it will
help you relax your muscles so that
you can perform your shot sequence
better.
Muscles require oxygen in order
to function well. If you fail to give
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As soon as an archer turns his or her
head toward the target and visually
acquires the aiming spot they are beginning the aiming process. When the eyes
connect with the spot so does the head
position, the neck position, the shoulder
position and the rest of the lower body.
Mean while, the conscious mind can be
running a video rehearsal of the shot
being aimed, released and impacting the
middle.

them enough of it then your aiming is
shaky, your staying power is lessened
and your ability to execute in doubt.
Consciously reminding yourself to
breathe not only helps your muscles it
helps your mind stay on track with a
thought that helps your process and
blocks out other non-productive
thoughts.
THREE- VISUALLY ACQUIRE
THE AIMING SPOT: This is something
that you also have to do at some point
in your shot sequence anyway so put
it to good use in your mental game
plan. For me, this occurs after I’ve
nocked the arrow and set my hands
properly. That’s when I have to set my
posture upright, head over top my
spine and turn my head toward the
target.
As I first see the “gold” or “spot” I
begin aiming. Not with the bow sight
but physically my eyes, my head and
my entire body become oriented
toward that one point in space. My
mind should be there too. My mind
should be engaged with the gold.
I prefer to do this by running a little video in my brain. This mental
visualization is always the same for
me and consists of seeing that arrow
being aimed through my bow-sight,
launched toward the target and actually hitting the middle. This “rehearsal

This full draw position is reached when
the drawing forearm and elbow are rotated in line with the arrow. This position
allows the “holding” of the bow to be
transferred into the back muscles and the
arm to be somewhat relaxed. This transfer
gives me the feeling that I’m in charge,
that I’m fully set to allow the shot to
impact the middle.

shot” gives your mind and body the
best preparation you can get for actually making the real shot.
FOUR- SETTING FULL-DRAWPOSITION: As I’m drawing my bow I
can feel the holding and control of the
shot being transferred into my drawing shoulder and back muscles. This
feeling of power and control is how I
will fulfill my objective. This feeling is
affirming that I am in charge – that I
am in complete control. I know that I
will complete this shot correctly
because I am putting myself in the
best physical position to do so and I
can “feel” it.
This always gives me the sense of
going home. Have you ever been away
from home on a long trip? When you
finally get close to home and pull up
your driveway it’s a great feeling.
You’re comfortable again. You’re in
complete charge again. That’s the way
you need to feel at this point in your
mental shot routine – in charge physically and mentally.
FIVE- AIM: After you’ve established your full-draw control position
then your mind can totally join your
eyes, head and body in the aiming
process. When I was shooting my very
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best I was able to do this effortlessly –
it just happened. In other words, I was
in the “zone” that athletes talk about.
The only image in my conscious and
my focused eye vision was the target
center with the “O-ring” sight reticle
around it.
I never made a conscious decision (and I don’t think anyone can) to
just suddenly “go into the zone”. I did
make conscious decisions to establish
the best conditions (my mental game
plan) for it to happen. And sometimes
it happened and sometimes it eluded
me. When it happened I shot my very
best ever.
SIX- EVALUATE AND BREATHE:
Because you’ve been looking at the
target center when the bowstring and
arrow are released you will see the
arrow hit the target. The natural thing
to do is to check the impact point with
your binoculars or with your spotter if
you have one.
Once you’ve learned the impact
point you must then use discipline to
evaluate it. You dare not get too high
on praise for a good landing or too low
on criticism for a bad one. You must
have the discipline to carry yourself as
near to neutral as possible because
out-of-control emotions very often
carry over to the next shot with
adverse effects.
You must evaluate the “shooting
performance” more than the landing
and make a quick note about how well
you met your execution objective and
how to make the next one closer to
your model form. If you made a good
performance then you must affirm
that you will do it again on the very
next shot.
And now the really difficult part;
You must forget the shot.
Completely!
This part is the downfall of many
shooters because they can’t let go of
the emotions surrounding a shot
arrow in a highly meaningful situation. By that I mean a “high pressure”
shot when you’re tense and you
expect a lot from yourself. This is the
kind of time when you can’t clear your
mind of the emotion and it interferes
with your focus on shooting the next
shot. In other words, you can’t run
your mental program cleanly and effi-

ciently without interruption.
Thinking about future results or
about past results can prevent any
shooter from precisely running their
mental program. Therefore, to be successful you must recognize that your
mind is cluttered and stop all shooting
action, allow your mind to clear (yep,
this takes practice and could be a
complete article by itself) and then
get on with the next shot using only
the thoughts that you’ve programmed
into your mental plan.

WHAT’S NOT IN THE PLAN IS
ALSO IMPORTANT
It is important to note here that
there’s a lot that is not in the plan.
There is no room in your plan for negative thinking. There’s no time in your
plan for “winning” thoughts either
because if you’re thinking about either
of those then you are not thinking
about what’s important for making
the present shot.
Likewise, there’s no time to think
about your day job, your spouse or
kids, how your friends are shooting or
whether your car will start when the
tournament is over. Although these
are important things in your life, none
of them contribute to getting “this”
arrow into the target center so you
must eliminate them from your mind
before running your mental program.
The important concept to
remember here is that you “choose”
what you consciously think. You can
choose to think about the present task
and allow other non-present thoughts
to pass out of your mind. It takes practice, yes, but you can learn to do it –
you can learn “tunnel” vision for your
mental plan. And once you learn it
your game will get better when it’s
“crunch” time.
TRUST: Many archers and other
athletes work hard at both their physical game and their mental game but
don’t reap any rewards for their
efforts. They don’t get results because
they don’t trust what they’ve built.
They don’t believe in themselves or
see themselves as winners. In short,
they lack a good self-image.
Belief in yourself, of course, has to
be there before the tournament starts
or you’re destined to fail. And so, we
get to another part of the mental

game; pre-tournament preparation.
That and post-tournament evaluation
are two important parts of a complete
mental game that I’ll have to leave for
another article so I can give them the
proper attention they deserve.

CONCLUSION
It didn’t take me long after starting
my first year as a public school math
teacher to discover that when I didn’t
plan well for an eighth-grade math
lesson that it went poorly. In fact,
some of them were disastrous. The
same is true for archery tournaments
- plan well and your efforts will reap
rewards. Take a “plan” with you to a
tournament and you have a better
chance of shooting the scores you do
at home.
So, your job as a dealer-coach is to
impress on your customer-students
that they must plan both their physical and mental form. And they must
practice both if they want to create
their best chance to win.
Once again, there is no secret to
being ready for success, all you have
to do is plan for it and then practice
your plan. For many years I had a sign
over the door in my classroom:
SUCCESS IS . . . . .
PREPARATION MEETING
OPPORTUNITY!
And preparing always comes first
- it’s true for learning math and for
learning archery.
Good luck motivating and teaching.
Larry
EDITOR’S NOTE: Larry’s books
are available from Larry Wise
Archery, Rural Route #3, Box 678,
Mifflintown, PA 17059 for $11.95 +
$1.50 S & H. Titles available are
Tuning Your Compound Bow,
Tuning
and
Silencing
Your
Bowhunting System, Tuning and
Shooting Your 3-D Bow and Bow and
Arrow: A Complete Guide. Larry
Wise is also available to conduct
one and two day CoreArchery
Academies on shooting form. To
contact
by
email,
use
larrywise3x19@embarqmail.com.
The phone number for Larry Wise
Archery is (717) 436-9168.
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